Dear Shipping Professional,

NEW EDITION!

EC Shipping Law, 3rd Edition
By Dr Vincent Power
Publishing: March 2010
Price: GBP325/ US$585/ S$839
“an extremely valuable work”
“essential reading for anyone involved with the shipping industry”
- Lloyd’s List

EC Shipping Law, 3rd Edition has been completely revised to include recent developments and features in-depth commentary and analysis on the revolutionary changes in EC shipping law in recent times spanning areas such as competition, safety, consortia, State aid and transport law generally.
The new edition brings the story of how the European Union applies to the shipping sector right up to date. In particular, it deals with:
• The new competition/antitrust regime applicable to the shipping sector since the abolition of Regulation 4056/86
• The new guidelines on how competition law applies to the maritime sector (including the rules on information exchange)
• The new safety and environmental rules
• The saga of the two proposed port services directives
• The new consortia regime
• All of the new EU Commission and Court cases spanning shipping and ports
• New rules on security and ports
• Freedom of establishment and freedom to provide shipping services in the EC

Covering various aspects of EC shipping law in detail, this fully updated new edition takes a commercial as well as a legal perspective throughout. This is an essential reference work for professionals who are under pressure to provide advice to clients on how EC law affects their business and how to avoid the pitfalls and take advantage of the extended market in any European transaction.

To reserve a copy or to request for further information, please contact me, quoting reference SCT1615E.

Best Regards,
Benedict Tan
Sales Manager, Asia Pacific
Tel: +65 6835 5117
Email: benedict.tan@informa.com

Customers in India - Please contact our India Dealer Network Members
Informa Maritime & Professional
No. 1 Grange Road
#08-02 Orchard Building
Singapore 239693
Fax: +65 6734 2938
OTHER RECOMMENDED READING:

By Colin de la Rue and Charles B. Anderson
Published: March 2009
Price: GBP435/ US$783/ S$1122

By Nevil Phillips and Nicholas Craig
Published: 2001
Price: GBP165/ US$297/ S$426

P&I Clubs: Law and Practice, 3rd Edition
By Stephen J. Hazelwood
Published: 2000
Price: GBP265/ US$477/ S$684